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Abstract
Objective. In pencil beam scanning proton therapy, individually calculated and positioned proton
pencil beams, also referred to as ‘spots’, are used to achieve a highly conformal dose distributions to
the target. Recent work has shown that this number of spots can be substantially reduced, resulting in
shorter delivery timeswithout compromising dosimetric plan quality. However, the sensitivity of
spot-reduced plans to tumourmotion is unclear. Although previous work has shown that spot-
reduced plans are slightlymore sensitive to small positioning inaccuracies of the individual pencil
beams, the resulting shorter delivery timesmay allow formore rescanning. The aimof this studywas
to assess the impact of tumourmotion and the effectiveness of 3D volumetric rescanning for spot-
reduced treatment plans.Approach.Three liver and two lung cancer patients with non-negligible
motion amplitudeswere analysed. Conventional and probabilistic internal target volume definitions
were used for planning considering single ormultiple breathing cycles respectively. For each patient,
one clinical and two spot-reduced treatment planswere created using identicalfield geometries. 4D
dynamic dose calculationswere then performed and resulting target coverage (V95%), dose
homogeneity (D5%–D95%) and hot spots (D2%) evaluated for 1–25 rescans.Main results. Over all
patients investigated, spot reduction reduced the number of spots by 91% in comparison to the
clinical plan, reducing field delivery times by approximately 50%. This reduction, together with the
substantially increased dose per spot resulting from the spot reduction process, allowed formore
rescans in the same amount of time as for clinical plans and typically improved dosimetric parameters,
in some cases to values better than the reference static (3D calculated) plans.However, spot-reduced
plans had an increased possibility of interference with the breathing cycle, especially for simulations of
perfectly repeatable breathing. Significance. For the patients analysed in this study, spot-reduced plans
were found to be a valuable option to increase the efficiency of 3D volumetric rescanning formotion
mitigation, if attention is paid to possible interference patterns.

1. Introduction

Plan optimisation for pencil beam scanned (PBS) proton therapy is a highly degenerate problem,with very
different patterns and distributions of individually optimised beamweights resulting in very similar dose
distributions. For instance, a recent study byVan deWater et al (2020) showed that, for a nasal cavity case, the
number of delivered Bragg peaks (spots) could be greatly reduced during the optimisation process, resulting in
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substantially reduced delivery times, whilst simultaneously preserving plan quality. Such reduced delivery times
could be of great benefit clinically and economically, as both patient comfort and patient throughput could be
increased, reducing treatment costs potentially, thus allowing proton therapy to be offered tomore patients
(Schippers et al 2018, Bortfeld et al 2021). Despite these first promising results however, there are a number of
clinical settings where the effectiveness of spot reduction still needs to be investigated and evaluated.

One such is the treatment ofmobile tumours. The use of PBS for the treatment ofmobile tumours is
typicallymore challenging than the passive scattering approach, because of the dynamic delivery of the dose to a
moving target (Paganetti 2018). Ifmotion is not being taken into account during planning and delivery,
interplay effects are likely to occur,meaning that spots are not delivered at the location in the target where they
were planned, whichmight result in severe over- and underdosages (Phillips et al 1992, Bert et al 2008). To
minimise such effects,motionmitigation techniques (Keall et al 2006), such as gating (DeRuysscher et al 2015),
breath-hold (Dueck et al 2016,Hoppe et al 2017), rescanning (Knopf et al 2011), tracking (Bert et al 2007) or a
combination of several techniques can be applied.

At PSI, rescanning has been routinely used for several years (Lim et al 2020, Gut et al 2021). Rescanning has
the advantage of being applied during free-breathingwith no need ofmonitoring the tumour or the breathing
pattern of the patient online (Krieger et al 2020).With this approach, the target’s radiation delivery is scanned
several times, each time delivering only a portion of the full fraction dose, in order to achieve a statistical
averaging of positioning errors, thereforeminimizing the risk of large dose discrepancies (Knopf et al 2011). On
the other hand, rescanning inevitably increases the delivery time (Bernatowicz et al 2013) simply due to the fact
thatmany Bragg peak positions need to be visitedmultiple times during the scanning process. Given the
substantially reduced delivery times, spot reduction could therefore also be an interesting technique for
rescanning. On the other hand, spot-reduced plans have been found to bemore sensitive to small positioning
inaccuracies between the pencil beams and could thus bemuchmore sensitive to the interplay effect than
conventional PBS plans (VandeWater et al 2020). As such, the aim of this studywas to assess the impact of
tumourmotion and the effectiveness of 3D volumetric rescanning for spot-reduced proton treatment plans.

2.Methods andmaterials

2.1. Patient data
2.1.1. Patient geometries
Three liver cancer patients with clinical target volumes (CTV) of 264 cm ,3 403 cm3 and 122 cm ,3 and two lung
cancer patients (CTVs 19 cm3 and 142 cm3) have been included in this study. Four cases (all liver cases and lung
case 1)were extracted fromour PSI plan database, whilst lung case 2was retrieved from theCancer Imaging
Archive (Roman et al 2012, Balik et al 2013, Clark et al 2013,Hugo et al 2016,Hugo et al 2017). The liver without
theCTVand the ipsilateral lungwithout theCTVwere considered as organs at risk (OARs). All patient
geometries are shown on full-exhale CT’s in figure 1.

2.1.2.Motion
Formodellingmotion, in this studywe have used data extracted from4DMRI of healthy volunteers, rather than
4DCT. 4DMRI has the advantage of providingmotion information formultiple breathing cycles and, due to
being acquired in the sagittal or lateral plane (so parallel to the predominant axis ofmotion), can also reduce
motion artefacts that are often present in 4DCTdata sets. From this data,multiple simulated 4DCTdata sets
(4DCT(MRI)) can be generated for each patient usingmethods described in detail in Boye et al (2013). In short,
motion vectors are extracted from the 4DMRI data and combinedwith a full exhale, single phase 3DCT for each
patient, using B-spline based deformable image registration in Plastimatch (Krieger et al 2018, Krieger et al
2020).

For this study,motions extracted from the samemulti-breath-cycle 4DMRI of a healthy volunteer has been
used for all liver cases. This consisted of 10 full breathing cycles, acquiredwith a temporal resolution of 0.5 s and
a total acquisition time of 200 s.Motionswere transferred to each liver case by firstmatching the liver of theMRI
acquisition (healthy volunteer) to each case, and then extracting themotion at each point towarp the liver of the
single phaseCT. For all liver cases, just the first cycle of this data was used to generate a single 4DCT(MRI) for
each case, which consisted of 20motion states with a total duration of 10 s. In addition however, for liver case 2,
multiple 4DCT(MRI) data sets were generated, one for each of the 10 breathing cycles in the full 4DMRI
acquisition.

For the lung cases, a different acquiredmotion pattern, but also extracted from the 4DMRI of a healthy
volunteer, was used, which consisted of 63 breathing cycles, eachwith a temporal resolution of 0.8 s andwhich
led to a total acquisition time of 450 s. Aswith the liver cases, single cycle 4DCT(MRI)s were generated for both
lungs consisting of 9motion states with a period of 7.2 s. Additionally, amulti-cycle 4DCT(MRI) data set was
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also generated for lung case 2 using all themotion data. Bothmulti-cycle data sets (one each for liver and lung)
were used to additionally investigate the effects of irregularmotion on both conventional and spot-reduced
plans.

2.2. Treatment planning
2.2.1. Target definition
For the single cycle data sets, conventional internal target volumes (ITV) (MD:ICRU2007) have been created by
unifying theCTVs of allmotion states within each patient’s 4DCT (MRI). In contrast, for the twomultiple-cycle

Figure 1.Planned dose distributions shown on full exhale 3D-CTs for three liver and two lung cancer patients with the CTV (white),
theOARs (green) and the target volumes used for planning (black). The arrows indicate the chosen beamangles.
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4Ddata sets, a probabilistic ITVhas been defined, as described byKrieger et al (2020). For this, a conventional
ITV is defined for each individual breathing cycle, with the resulting ITVmasks being then used to create afinal
probabilistic ITVby selecting all voxels that are includedwithin at least this defined percentage of the breathing
cycle. InKrieger et al (2020) it was shown that a selection probability of 50% is an adequate compromise between
target coverage and dose toOARs, and that is the level adopted here.

For both the conventional and the probabilistic ITVs, the single CTs of all consideredmotion states were
combined to generate a synthetic planningCT. For this, theHounsfield units (HU) for voxels outside the ITV
contourwere averaged over allmotion states, while for voxels inside the ITV, amaximum-intensity-projection
approachwas used (Botas et al 2018). Additional uncertainties in proton range, patient positioning or non-
motion related anatomical changes have not been considered in this study.

2.2.2. Clinical treatment plans
All clinical treatment planswere generated using ‘PSI plan’, the clinical in-house treatment planning system for
gantry 2 at PSI (Weber et al 2005). In this, all possible spots contributing useful dose to the defined target volume
arefirst identified, after which the dose for each spot is calculated and optimised using a ray-casting algorithm
(Lomax 1999, Schaffner et al 1999). Twofield plans have been calculated for all plans, and a prescription dose of
2 GyRBE assumed (RBE=1.1). For superficial targets, a 42mmpre-absorber was used. A 4mm rectangular spot
placement grid orthogonal to the beamdirection and 2.5mm in (water-equivalent) depthwas used and each
fieldwas optimised using the singlefield, uniformdose (SFUD) approach to ensure that each plan delivered as
homogenous dose as possible to the target volume (Harding et al 2014, Gorgisyan et al 2019). Identical planning
geometries and parameters have been used for plans calculated using either conventional or probabilistic ITV’s.
Field arrangements and specifications for all cases are shown in figure 1.

2.2.3. Spot-reduced treatment plans
Corresponding spot-reduced treatment planswere generatedwith the spot reduction treatment planning
systemdeveloped byVan deWater et al (2020). This treatment planning system is based on the open-source
software for radiation treatment planning ‘matRad’ (Wieser et al 2017), whichwas extendedwith the iterative
‘pencil beam resampling’ optimisation technique to reduce the number of spots (Van deWater et al 2015).
Comparedwith the conventional treatment planning system, not all possible candidate spots are optimised at
once, with only a random sub-sample being included in each iteration. The dose is then calculated and
optimised for this sub-sample. Prioritisedmulti-criteria optimisation is used,meaning that objectives are
optimised according to a user-defined order, while constraining the achieved values of objectives with a higher
priority. Dose optimisation is followed by repeated exclusion of low-weighted spots and re-optimisation of spot
weights, until further spot reductionwould result in aworsening of dosimetric plan quality. This whole
procedure is repeated by adding another random subsample of spots to the remaining optimised spots from the
previous iteration, until all objectives are achieved or none of the objectives improves bymore than 3%. In this
study, we used a sample size of 5000 randomly selected spots in each iteration.

To be consistent with the clinical treatment plans, the same field arrangement (i.e. isocentre, gantry angles,
pre-absorber, spot spacing and energy layer separation) and fraction dosewas used for the spot-reduced plans.
Additional target dose homogeneity objectives were included for each beam individually duringmulti-field
optimisation to also achieve a similar uniformity of dose across the target for eachfield as in the clinical plans. In
addition, the planning systemhas the additional option to also reduce the number of energy layers, after which
spot reduction is performed for the remaining energy layers. As such, planswith (referred to as ‘energy-layer-
reduced plans’) andwithout this option (referred to as ‘spot-reduced-plans’)were generated for all patients.

2.3. 4D simulations
2.3.1. 4D dynamic dose calculations.
The effect ofmotion for all planswas assessed using the deformable dose grid 4Ddynamic dose calculation
combinedwith estimates of timing of the delivery for each spot based on the knowndelivery characteristics of
the PSI gantry 2.We assumed dead times of 80ms between energy layers, 3ms for lateral spot adjustments and
beam intensities ranging between 1.4 and 2.9Giga-protons s−1 for energies of 73–299MeV (Zhang et al 2018,
Van deWater et al 2019). For a full description of this approach, see Boye et al (2013) andKrieger et al (2018),
Krieger et al (2020).

2.3.2. Rescanning
At PSI, rescanning has been used for several years to treatmobile tumours (Lim et al 2020, Gut et al 2021).
Specifically, a hybridmethod between scaled and iso-layered rescanning is used (Zenklusen et al 2010). In this,
where possible, the spot dose is divided into n equal parts, where n is the number of rescans. In the case that the
weight of a particular spot is too low tomeet theminimumdeliverable spot weight however, the number of
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rescans is reduced until the partial spot is deliverable. In addition, we use full 3D volumetric rescanning, in
which rescanning is not applied to individual energy layers, but over thewhole volume for each rescan
(Bernatowicz et al 2013, Zhang et al 2016), together with energymeandering, whereby the direction of energy
change (high-to-low or low-to-high) is alternated between each volumetric sub-scan (Actis et al 2018). This has
also been used in all simulations in this work. Finally, themitigating effects of 1 (i.e. no rescanning) to 25 rescans
have been simulated for all plans and cases.

2.3.3. Simulation scenarios
Simulationswere performed by varying three characteristics: (1) the treatment plan, (2) themotion pattern
(with corresponding ITVdefinition) and (3) the starting phase.

For each patient, clinical, spot-reduced and energy-layer-reduced treatment planswere generated using the
corresponding single-cycle 4DCT(MRI) and conventional ITV. Additionally, for liver case 2 and lung case 2,
planswere also generated onmulti-cycle 4DCT(MRI) using the probabilistic ITV. As for all cases the duration of
the single cycle breathing pattern is shorter than the time to deliver afield, it was extended by repeating the same
breathing patternmultiple times, thus simulating perfectly repeatable breathing. In addition, since the phase of
the breathing cycle when starting the delivery is usually unknown,multiple 4D calculations were performed for
different combinations of starting phase within this cycle for eachfield. As such, a total of around 138 000 4D
dynamic dose calculations have been performed in this study. A detailed overview of all the simulations
performed, can be found in table 1.

2.4. Analysis
2.4.1. Dosimetric analysis
All static plans have been analysed by evaluating ITV coverage in terms of V95%,D5%–D95% (dose
homogeneity) and dose hot spots (D2%), with these values being used as references for the subsequent analysis
of the 4D calculations. For the evaluation and comparison of the 4Dplans, the corresponding values were
calculated considering theCTV instead of the ITV. TheOARwere defined to be the liver or ipsilateral lung,
excluding theCTV, forwhichwe calculated themean doses for all plans and 4Ddynamic dose calculations.

3. Results

3.1. Treatment planning characteristics
CTV, conventional and probabilistic ITV volumes, together with the number of spots and energy layers for each
plan, are shown in tables 2 and 3. Also shown in the tables are V95%,D5%–D95%andD2% for the conventional
ITV as calculated for the static (reference) plan.Of note, the use ofmultiple breathing cycles for defining the
probabilistic ITV’s reduced ITV volumes on average by 14%compared to the conventional ITVs for the two
cases where thesewere calculated. Compared to the clinical plan, spot reduction reduced the number of spots by
on average 91% and the number of energy layers by on average 7% (between 5%and 10%). Evenmore spots
could be removed for the energy-layer-reduced plans, with the number of energy layers being decreased by
between 21%and 61%.V95%,D5%–D95%andD2% to the ITV for bothwere very comparable to the clinical
plans.

3.2.One breathing cycle—conventional ITV
3.2.1. Liver cancer patients
Figure 2 shows the results of the simulations with a single repeated breathing cycle using the conventional ITV
definition for the three liver cancer patients, with solid lines showing themedian over all simulations, and the
5–95th percentile of their variation due to differing starting phases shown as the shaded bands. V95%,D5%–

D95%andD2% to theCTV are shown as a function of delivery time (total time to deliver allfields without
taking into account gantry rotations), whilst themean doses to the healthy liver are shown as a function of the
number of rescans.

For liver cancer patient 1, the time needed to deliver one scan (i.e. nomotionmitigation)was reduced from
105 s for the clinical plan to 55 and 49 s for the spot-reduced and the energy-layer-reduced treatment plans
respectively, whilst the treatment times for 25 rescanswere reduced from519 to 342 and 200 s. Since spot and
energy-layer-reduced planswere delivered in shorter times than the clinical plan,more rescans could be
performed in the same amount of time, so that dose to theCTV recovered to the values of the static planmore
quickly. For instance, theCTVV95%median value increased above 95%after 252, 90 and 68 s for the clinical,
the spot-reduced and the energy-layer-reduced treatment plan respectively. In addition, themean dose to the
healthy liver was comparable for all plans.
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Table 1. Summary of all 4D dynamic dose calculations performed. For each patient with its corresponding target definition listed in thefirst column, 4Ddynamic dose calculationswere performed for all possible combinations of each
motion state in thefirst breathing cycle (for twofields), for all number of rescans and for each treatment plan (i.e. clinical, spot-reduced and energy-layer-reduced). The resulting total numbers of 4Ddynamic dose calculations are shown in
the last column.

Patients (target definition)
All possible combinations ofmotion states infirst breathing cycle (for

twofields) Number of rescans Treatment plans

Number of 4Ddynamic dose

calculations

3 liver cancer patients (conventional ITV) 20×20=400 25 3 (i.e. clinical, spot-reduced, energy-layer-
reduced)

90 000

1 liver cancer patient (probabilistic ITV) 20×20=400 25 3 (i.e. clinical, spot-reduced, energy-layer-
reduced)

30 000

2 lung cancer patients (conventional ITV) 9×9=81 25 3 (i.e. clinical, spot-reduced, energy-layer-
reduced)

12 150

1 lung cancer patient (probabilistic ITV) 9×9=81 25 3 (i.e. clinical, spot-reduced, energy-layer-
reduced)

6075

Total number of 4Ddynamic dose

calculations

138 225
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Similar results were observed for liver cancer patients 2 and 3. Treatment timeswere again reduced
substantially for the spot and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans, so that acceptable valueswere reachedmore
quickly for all parameters for all patients. Themean dose to the liver excluding theCTVwas also comparable for
all plans and all patients. Additionally, it can be seen for liver cancer patients 2 and 3 that themedian ofD5%–

D95% to theCTV for the clinical plan only approached but did not reach the value of the static plan, while the
medianD5%–D95% for the spot- and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans improved to beyond the static
values. Rescanning for the spot and energy-layer-reduced treatment planswas generally therefore not onlymore
efficient, but also typicallymore effective atmitigatingmotion effects. However, the best results were not
necessarily found for the largest number of rescans, as themetrics did notmonotonically improvewith
increasing numbers of rescans for any of the cases. That is, fluctuations in all values were observed, particularly
for the spot- and energy-reduced plans. For instance, forD2% for liver case 3, the spot-reduced plan reaches a
minimum for delivery times of just above 100 s but increases again for the longer treatment times as the number
of rescans increases. Similar effects have already been seen in studies by Zenklusen et al (2010), Bernatowicz et al
(2013), Zhang et al (2016).

3.2.2. Lung cancer patients
Figure 3 shows the results for the single repeated breathing cycle using the conventional ITVdefinition for the
two lung cancer patients. Note that the target of lung cancer patient 1was considerably smaller and needed
therefore fewer spots than all other targets (table 2). This is reflected in the treatment times for this case, which
are short even for the clinical plan,meaning that relative differences in efficiency between the planswas less
pronounced. As the target of lung cancer patient 2was considerably larger than for lung cancer patient 1, amore
substantial reduction in delivery times and improvement in effectiveness (i.e. the ability to restore planned dose
values for a certain number of rescans) of the spot and the energy-layer-reduced planswas however observed. As

Table 2.Overview of all patients planned on the conventional ITVwith one breathing cycle. The last three columns show the ITV values for
the static case.

CTV

size

[cm3]

ITV

size

[cm3]

Treatment

planning

scenario

Number of spots

(reduction com-

pared to clin-

ical plan)

Number of energy

layers (reduction
compared to clin-

ical plan)
ITV

V95%

ITV

D5%-

D95% ITVD2%

Liver 263.9 416.2 Clinical plan 15746 106 96.3 9.5 105.7

Patient 1 Spot-reduced 1238 (−92%) 97 (−9%) 98.6 5.3 104

E-layer-red. 1008 (−94%) 37 (−61%) 98.6 5.2 104.1

Liver 403.4 574.5 Clinical plan 31477 99 99.9 3.4 102.8

Patient 2 Spot-reduced 1779 (−94%) 91 (−8%) 99.9 4.6 104.4

E-layer-red. 1474 (−95%) 71 (−33%) 99.8 4.5 104.4

Liver 122.2 203.5 Clinical plan 13144 72 98.6 5.6 104.1

Patient 3 Spot-reduced 953 (−93%) 65 (−10%) 99 4.2 103.9

E-layer-red. 865 (−93%) 30 (−58%) 99.2 4.1 104

Lung 18.8 74.2 Clinical plan 3183 43 100 6.2 105.4

Patient 1 Spot-reduced 496 (−84%) 40 (−7%) 99.7 4.6 104.6

E-layer-red. 588 (−82%) 24 (−44%) 99.9 4.8 104.8

Lung 141.9 234.4 Clinical plan 11769 65 99.7 7.6 106.4

Patient 2 Spot-reduced 1392 (−88%) 62 (−5%) 99.2 6.7 106

E-layer-red. 1114 (−91%) 43 (−34%) 99.3 6.4 105.7

Table 3.Overview of the patients planned on the probabilistic ITVwithmultiple breathing cycles. The last three columns show the ITV
values for the static case.

CTV

size

[cm3]

ITV size

(prob.)
[cm3]

Treatment

planning

scenario

Number of spots

(reduction com-

pared to clin-

ical plan)

Number of energy

layers (reduction
compared to clin-

ical plan)
ITV

V95%

ITV

D5%–

D95% ITVD2%

Liver 403.4 534.1 Clinical plan 30793 98 97.7 4.7 102.9

Patient 2 Spot-reduced 1576 (−95%) 93 (−5%) 97.7 6.3 104.5

E-layer-red. 1387 (−95%) 42 (−57%) 97.8 5.8 104.2

Lung 141.9 187.8 Clinical plan 12152 67 99.6 7.5 106

Patient 2 Spot-reduced 1492 (−88%) 63 (−6%) 99.2 6.3 105.7

E-layer-red. 1151 (−91%) 53 (−21%) 99.3 6.4 105.6
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with the liver cases,fluctuations in the dosimetric values as a function of the number of rescans is observed for
the spot- and energy-layer-reduced plans, particularly for small numbers of rescans (shorter delivery times)
whereas amuch smoother response is observed for the clinical plans. Finally, the integral dose delivered to
ipsilateral lung tissue, excluding the target volume, was comparable for all plans for both patients.

3.3.Multiple breathing cycles—probabilistic ITV
For two cases, one liver and one lung, the same simulations have been performed using non-repeated, andmore
clinically plausible,motion patterns as described in section 2.1 above.Motion patterns of the CTV for the two
cases are shown infigure 4 and consist of 10 and 63 full breathing cycles for the liver and lung cases respectively.
Results for all simulations for these two cases are shown in figure 5. Although some fluctuations in the
dosimetric values to theCTV are still observed (figure 5), particularly for the liver case, these are generally less
pronounced than for the repeatedmotions. Nevertheless, formore than 4 rescans, themedian of V95%was

Figure 2. Liver cancer patients: Band plots of CTVV95%,CTVD5%–D95%andCTVD2% shown as a function of the total delivery
timewith themarkers indicating the number of rescans ranging from1 (i.e. nomotionmitigation) up to 25 rescans. Themean dose to
the liver without the target is shown as a function of the number of rescans. One breathing cycle and the conventional ITVwere used
for planning for the clinical, the spot-reduced and the energy-layer-reduced treatment plans.
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always higher than 93.6% for both the spot and the energy-layer-reduced plans. In contrast, the variation of the
CTVdosimetrymetrics for the lung case aremore predictable and once again show the faster convergence for
the spot- and energy-reduced plans to values close to the static cases than for the clinical plan.

Figure 3. Lung cancer patients: band plots of CTVV95%,CTVD5%-D95%andCTVD2% shown as a function of the total delivery
timewith themarkers indicating the number of rescans ranging from1 (i.e. nomotionmitigation) up to 25 rescans. Themean dose to
the ipsilateral lungwithout the target is shown as a function of the number of rescans. One breathing cycle and the conventional ITV
were used for planning for the clinical, the spot-reduced and the energy-layer-reduced treatment plans.
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4.Discussion

In this study, we have investigated the impact ofmotion on spot-reduced treatment plans for PBS proton
therapy, andwhether 3D volumetric rescanning is an effectivemotionmitigation approach for such plans. In
total,more than 138 000 4Ddynamic dose calculations have been performed using one ormultiple breathing
cycles, and target coverage (V95%), dose homogeneity (D5%-D95%) and hot spots (D2%) in theCTV evaluated
for up to 25 rescans.

The number of spotswas reduced by 91%on average for both the spot and the energy-layer-reduced
treatment plans, while the number of energy layers was reduced by 7% for the spot-reduced and by 46% for the
energy-layer-reduced treatment plans. As such, delivery time could be shortened by approximately 40% and
50% for the spot- and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans respectively when compared to the clinical plan.

That delivery times are not reduced further, is due to the fact that the number of protons that need to be
delivered per field remainsmore or less constant, independent of the number of spots in the field. Thus, the total
beam-on time per field is onlymarginally affected by spot reduction, with themajor effect of spot- and energy-
layer-reduction being to reduce the total dead-time (i.e. the time tomove from spot-to-spot and to change the
energy) per field. On the other hand, although not investigated here, the fewer, but consequentlymuch higher
weighted spots resulting from spot reductionwould allow for the use of higher beam intensities to shorten the
treatment time further than reported here (Maradia et al 2021,Maradia et al 2022). The additional benefit of this
is currently under investigation.

Our simulations have shown however, that in addition to reducing treatment time, spot- and energy-layer-
reduced treatment plans could also bemore efficient for rescanning, by recovering acceptable target coverage
and homogeneity in shorter times than for a typical clinical plan. Although the results were very similar for the
spot and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans, especially in contrast to the clinical plans, the energy-layer-
reduced planswere generally themore efficient, due to the additional advantage of reducing the number of
energy level changes. Importantly however, all simulations here have been performed using the delivery
dynamics of Gantry 2 at PSI, which has energy switching times of the order of 100ms for 5mmWER changes.
This is considerably faster thanmost commercialmachines, and therefore wewould expect the advantage of
energy-layer-reduced plans to be evenmore if applied onmachines with slower layer switching times.

In spot and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans,most of the spots could be rescanned the desired number
of times, thusmaking rescanningmore effective. On the other hand, thismakes the effectiveness of rescanning
fluctuate as a function of the number of rescans. Rescanning relies on achieving a statistical smearing of hot and
cold spots, under the assumption that thesewill occur in different places within the target in each individual sub-
scan.However, this will only be the case if the start of each sub-scan starts at a different point of the breathing
cycle. Thismay not be the case for the spot and energy-layer-reduced plans however, where, due to their
substantially higher weights, all spots can be rescanned the required number of times (even for the highest rescan
factor investigated here (25) around 90%of spots can be rescanned the full 25 times). Consequently, each sub-
scanwill take approximately the same amount of time to deliver, leading to the possibility of synchronization of
the start of each sub-scanwith the same phase of the (repeated) breathing cycle. In contrast, due to the large
number of lowweighted spots in the clinical plans, the number of spots that will be fully rescanned gradually
reduces as the rescan factor increases, with only about 10%of spots being fully rescanned for a rescan factor of
25. As such, the time per sub-scan gradually decreases throughout the rescanning process, helping break possible
interferences between the scanning andmotion timelines. Such effects are clearly seen for all liver and lung cases

Figure 4.CTVmotion (meanmotion of all voxels insideCTV) of liver cancer patient 2 (left) and of lung cancer patient 2 (right) in
superior-inferior direction. Themotion pattern on the left is represented by 10 full breathing cycles, with a temporal resolution of 0.5 s
and a total acquisition time of 200 s. Themotion pattern on the right consisted of 63 breathing cycles, acquiredwith a temporal
resolution of 0.8 s and a total acquisition time of 450 s.
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when the perfectly repeatable breathing patterns were used, butwere somewhat reduced for the irregular
breathing patterns, which are anyway clinicallymore plausible. Nevertheless, itmaybe be necessary to introduce
some additionalmeasures tomitigate this effect for spot- and energy-layer-reduced plans in practice, such as
introducing randomdelays, changing the order or speed of scanning or using breath-sampled rescanning
techniques as suggested by Furukawa et al Seco et al and Engwall et al respectively (Furukawa et al 2007, Seco et al
2009, Engwall et al 2018a, 2018b).

Finally, our ‘one breathing cycle—conventional ITV’ approach can be considered a typical clinical approach
and is largely in linewith international guidelines and recommendations of the ICRU (ICRU2007), AAPM (Li
et al 2022) and PTCOG (Chang et al 2017). Although 4DCT(MRI) datawere used as input, when only
considering a single breathing cycle, these can easily be replaced bymore conventional 4DCT scans. There are
multiple techniques still under investigation to handlemotion irregularities effectively (Engwall et al

Figure 5.Band plots of CTVV95%,CTVD5%–D95%andCTVD2%are shown as a function of the total delivery timewith the
markers indicating the number of rescans ranging from1 (i.e. nomotionmitigation) up to 25 rescans for liver cancer patient 2 and
lung cancer patient 2.Multiple breathing cycles and the probabilistic ITVwith a threshold of 50%were used for planning for the
clinical, the spot-reduced and the energy-layer-reduced treatment plans.
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2018a, 2018b). In this study, we considered the ‘probabilistic ITV’, an in-house developed technique, for which
it was found that the definition of the ITVhas direct consequences on the target coverage and the dose to healthy
tissue in the presence ofmotion irregularities (Krieger et al 2020). It was shown that a threshold of 50% is an
adequate compromise between target coverage and dose to organs at risk for the lung cancer patients used in this
thesis. Nevertheless, it could be that a different threshold ismore favourable for the liver cancer patients.
Alternatively, it could also be investigatedwhether 4D robust optimization is able tomitigate those effects of
motion irregularities (Knopf et al 2022). Such an investigation however was out of the scope of this work.

5. Conclusion

For the patients analysed in this study, spot and energy-layer-reduced treatment plans have been found to be a
potentially valuable option formore efficient and effective treatment delivery in terms of target coverage,
homogeneity and severity of hot spots, when using 3D volumetric rescanning for treating liver and lung
tumours.However, the regular delivery pattern of spot and energy-layer-reduced plans increased the possibility
of interference, especially for perfectly repeatable breathing patterns. For clinically typical free breathing
patterns, which include natural breathing irregularities, the impact of this effect however is somewhatmitigated.
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